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FROM THE PUBLISHER

PHOTO BY FRED ORTYL

PLEASE, IT’S MORE
THAN JUST LIGHTS.
FDOT’s political grandstanding shows how far we still have to
go in the fight for rights and representation.
JOHN M. PHILLIPS
PUBLISHER

Pride Month is celebrated each year in June with parades, festivals,

Recently, the Jacksonville Transportation Authority posted this

concerts and, of course, rainbows. It’s a celebration of self-worth,

tweet: “Happy #Pride Jacksonville! Catch these colors on the Acosta

diversity and dignity. A time to recognize the LGBTQ community and

Bridge all week. Photo by Fred Ortyl.”

their contributions to academia, politics, art, technology, literature and

The new $2.6 million color-changing LED system allows the Acosta

music. Pride month is also a time for reflection. A time to remember the

Bridge to be programmed “for different events, to raise awareness for

ignorance, the fear and the hate. A time to remember the days without

different causes and holidays throughout the year,” according to JTA. The

parades, when just the gathering of individuals in the LGBTQ community

lighting of the bridge has commemorated Christmas, Autism Awareness,

was considered “disorderly.”

child abuse awareness, Easter and the First Tee, among others. On April

On a warm summer night in June of 1969, the police in New York

21, 2021, Mayor Curry tweeted that he “asked my team and @JTAFLA to

City raided a dance club in Greenwich Village called the Stonewall Inn, a

light up our downtown Acosta Bridge, Purple & Orange tonight, on the

bar that catered to New York’s gay population, a term used back then to

eve of the #NFLDraft,” in support of the Clemson quarterback coming

describe the entire LGBTQ community. The raid sparked a riot among bar

to Jacksonville.

patrons and neighborhood residents, as police roughly hauled employees

However, the Florida Department of Transportation crossed a

and patrons out of the bar, and into jail for simply being themselves. Six

line recently. On June 8, 2021, the FDOT ordered the removal of the

days of protests and violent clashes resulted. Known now as the 1969

rainbow lighting from the Acosta Bridge and advised the “scheduled

Stonewall Uprising, this raid on a little dance club, allegedly owned by a

color scheme for the Acosta Bridge is out of compliance with our existing

mobster named Fat Tony, was the tipping point for the LGBTQ liberation

permit. The JTA will comply accordingly.” The FDOT is political. It’s

movement.

given contracts and taken lands and regularly exhibits fairly unrestrained

Today, the battle for equality continues. Up until a few years ago,

Following public outcry the order was reversed and the rainbow

the worst ratings for LGBTQ rights in a major city according to the

lighting will return to the Acosta but not without stain. Have we evolved?

Human Rights Campaign. The turning point locally was the city’s anti-

Not if we only fight and advocate for some people, some religious

discrimination law as it failed to include protections for members of

holidays and some protected classes. Actually, we have not evolved––at

Jacksonville’s lesbian, gay, bisexual and transgender community. Mayor

all––if we still have to fight for the right to simply be ourselves.

Curry originally said passing the amendment, would not be prudent.
Years later, he’d backtrack and agree to sign it. Addressing issues of
equality, Curry would later announce, “I’ve heard people … I’ve evolved.”
It’s time to examine that evolution.
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political cronyism.

before the Human Rights Ordinance passed, Jacksonville had one of

BEHIND THE COVER

BRICKBATS + BOUQUETS
BOUQUET TO EBONY PAYNE-ENGLISH

The writer, performer, educator and human rights activist recently
debuted Kuongoza, her first short film, to rave reviews. The film
blends Greek mythology and urban culture to dissect a patriarchal
society and will hit the international film festival circuit before being
pitched to streaming services.
BOUQUET TO SHAD KHAN

Has the Jags owner finally turned the team around? From naming
Urban Meyer as head coach to the moment the Bank erupted with
screams as Trevor Lawrence was announced as the Jags first pick
of the draft, Jags fans haven’t had this level of optimism about the
team in years. Knock on wood.
BRICKBAT TO FDOT

Commercial architecture––these days––is meant to be reconfigured
and torn down. Think of the new model of McDonald’s, which is
a box, windows and flat roof. It can, at any time, be turned into
something else.
The charm, and ultimate downfall, of post-war and mid century
commercial architecture is that it was meant for the time in which it
was built. Take the humble motels, dotted along Phillips Highway
or the Arlington Expressway. These needed to be eye catching,
not only as a competitive advantage, but also as a signal of postwar exuberance. They’ve now outlived their physical usefulness and
instead manifest in our collective psyche as something larger than
what they were: a bygone era, a symbol of what America was but
is no longer. Raymond Turknett, our cover superstar, preserves this
iconography for a new generation.

Having already let the rules fly for other color combinations
throughout the year, all colors of the rainbow, FDOT received five
homophobic complaints about the pride inspired lights on the
Acosta and decided to pull the plug. Don’t they know gay people
use our roads and bridges too?

YELL AT US: MAIL@FOLIOWEEKLY.COM

THE MAIL

Enjoy the issue,
John Aloszka, Creative Director

HB1 ATTACKS OUR RIGHTS

YOU’RE ALREADY
HERE. POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS ARE,
TOO.
With a reach of over 200,000
people each issue, Folio puts your
business all over town.

TERESA@FOLIOWEEKLY.COM

Today in Florida many of the freedoms that our forefathers fought so
valiantly to defend are disappearing. This year our State Legislature
and governor have enacted a law that takes away our First
Amendment rights. Touted as an “anti-riot” bill, HB1 criminalizes
protest if deemed “violent” by police officers. If arrested, an
individual can be potentially charged with a third-degree felony and
possibly will be held without bail until arraignment.
Since 95% of Florida’s protest last year were peaceful, it’s
difficult to understand why Gov. DeSantis decided to fix something
that wasn’t broken. The bill also shields counter-protesters from civil
liability for killing a peaceful protester with their car, but if a protester
takes down a Confederate flag, they could face 15 years in prison.
To add insult to injury, the governor and Cabinet can make
changes to our own local city’s law enforcement budgets if they think
the monies are being reduced in a manner not to their liking.
I wish I could say that this is just bad script in a TV episode.
It’s not. Here in Florida our constitutional rights are being seriously
suppressed. This law cannot stand. It is a threat to our Republic.

SUSANNE BARKER
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For Undocumented Citizens, a
Different Kind of Vaccine Anxiety
ICE is required to stay away from vaccination
sites, but difficulties remain.
MOLLY BRITT

There has been a lot of debate over the COVID-19 vaccine. Is it safe or
potentially dangerous? Will it last, or will we have to come back each
year for more vaccines? Will there be any side effects or none at all?
There are a lot of questions to be asked, but are we asking all the right
ones? One question, in particular, has many people living in America
wondering: If I get the vaccine, will I get deported?
Undocumented immigrants do not feel safe in many situations. A
worldwide pandemic only adds more uncertainty to the list. They worry
what their effort in helping combat the spread of COVID-19 could mean
for them, their friends and their families. What will enforcement agencies
do if they try to get the vaccine? Could it mean deportation?
I found that out right before I received my first dose. I was given
pages of information—and about five minutes—to read through and
sign before I could receive the vaccination. As I was reading through
the facts, side effects and eligibility requirements, I noticed a statement
in very small letters at the bottom of one of the pages advising that
documentation of immigrant status was not required. I was so surprised,
not by the accessibility itself, but by the lack of public awareness about
it.
I spoke with my friends and family later and told them what I found.
I asked if they knew undocumented immigrants could get the vaccine,
which was followed by a unanimous “I had no idea.”
Unfortunately, this information has not reached a large enough
audience. Even today, immigrants living in America, as well as individuals
born here, are finding the news of “vaccine inclusion” to be a pleasant
surprise, but concern about their documentation status still leaves many
wary about getting vaccinated.
Following an executive order by President Joe Biden in February
2021, the COVID vaccine is not considered a public charge, meaning
it does not provide grounds for inadmissibility or bar those who are
undocumented from possibly getting legal admission into the country.
This allows any undocumented immigrants living in America to receive
all COVID-19 treatments and preventative sources without affecting
their immigration status. And because the vaccination is free of charge,
individuals in said situations are not required to have health insurance.
Nor do individuals need to show documentation. Some providers
may ask for some form of identification, but all medical professionals
administering the vaccine are legally prohibited from turning people
away for not having documentation.
Now, some may wonder how one can provide identification without
documentation. There are several ways. If an undocumented immigrant is
a legal citizen of Mexico and living in the United States, for example, the
Mexican Consulate can issue a matrícula consular, a type of identification
card. Driver’s licenses can also be granted to undocumented immigrants
in certain states using proof of residency in that state. There are also
municipal identification cards, which some cities and counties can issue
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to individuals who cannot gather other forms of identification. In some
states, community identification cards can be provided by select nonprofit organizations, as well. Furthermore, no personal information that
is provided to obtain such identification is allowed to be made public,
nor can it be provided to enforcement agencies.
The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) released a statement
in February 2021 expressing their aim to “support equal access to the
COVID-19 vaccine and vaccine distribution sites for undocumented
immigrants.” In addition, they assured individuals worried about their
documentation status that U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement
(ICE) agencies will not conduct operations anywhere near vaccine
distribution sites. Supporting this claim is a sensitive locations policy
barring them from operating at or near health care facilities. Still, not
everyone is convinced.
“I have been talking to a couple people that are currently
undocumented immigrants. They are afraid of getting in trouble with
law enforcement and/or immigration for getting the vaccines,” said one
man, who wished to remain anonymous, about the experience of being
an undocumented immigrant living in the United States.
“People knowing that ICE and other immigration agencies are not
allowed to conduct business around these clinics or distribution centers
will bring peace and comfort on getting the COVID-19 [vaccine],” he
said. “I also believe that if this information was already known by people,
a lot of undocumented immigrants would be fully vaccinated at this
point.”
After reaching out to other individuals experiencing documentation
issues or are related to those who are, I found they were hesitant to
comment due to their concerns about personal privacy and safety. Some,
however, did express how eye-opening the information was and gave
me the same responses as when I brought it up to my friends and family:
“I had no idea.”
So how has an executive order issued by the president and
supported by the Department of Homeland Security and the CDC
allowing all immigrants, documented or not, access to the vaccine not
been effectively communicated?
Another source, who did not want to be named, does not believe
the American people, immigrants or not, have enough information.
“I think [it’s] valuable information because your citizenship status
should not determine your eligibility to getting a vaccine when it comes
to a global pandemic that has affected millions of families,” he said.
“I also believe that allowing undocumented immigrants [to get] the
COVID-19 vaccine will bring us back to a more normal nation.” He
advised that important information like this should be spread through
more wide-reaching platforms, using the viral app TikTok as an example,
and we, as a nation, should be using every possible outlet, source and
influencer to bring awareness to the issue. Basically, he explained, the

“Your citizenship status
should not determine
your eligibility to getting
a vaccine.”
U.S. government, CDC, healthcare providers and distribution sites are
not doing a good job informing the public.
Efforts are being made presently to disseminate this information;
however, misinformation and lack of information can drastically
leave an effect on undocumented immigrants and their concerns
surrounding prevention solutions.
Many organizations fully support the inclusion of immigrants,
documented or not, in the accessibility of the COVID vaccine. Doctors
Without Borders took the path of education. They have been setting
up and conducting video chats with various doctors to discuss different
topics surrounding COVID and the vaccine.
But at the same time, politicians like Congressman Steve Scalise
of Louisiana say that Biden’s order encouraged undocumented
immigrants to “skip the line and get the vaccination ahead of American
citizens who have been waiting to receive it.”
His unfounded claims were based on a statement by DHS in
February encouraging all immigrants, documented or not, and citizens
to receive the vaccine.
While an immigrant’s ability to receive the vaccine is backed by
order of the president, Scalise’s assertions are not.

TOP: FEMA vaccination site
BOTTOM: A Folio writer got their vaccine

Escanee para leer este
artículo en español
7
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Highlights from the
Emerald Trail.

The Emerald Trail broke ground earlier this month with an ecological
restoration project at McCoys Creek. The greenway will link 16
neighborhoods in the urban core with about 30 miles of bicycle/pedestrian
trails.
Groundwork Jacksonville raised private funds to build the trail’s
masterplan in collaboration with the community and PATH Foundation.
City Council adopted the plan in 2019, and last month they voted to double
the gas tax and allocate $132 million in construction funds to the Emerald
Trail.
This took a cut out of the $347 million that JTA had requested––
four cents of every gallon of gas––for improvements to the Skyway. The
automated people mover cost $183 million to build in 1989 and operates
at a loss of at least $10 million each year.
While JTA has plans to expand and add an expensive autonomous
vehicle network with no guarantee of increased ridership, the Emerald Trail’s
plan is crystal-clear, sustainable and community-based.
It’s also got a basis for the economic impact that it will bring. Trail
systems like Chicago’s 606 and New York’s High Line have restored
neighborhoods and stimulated local businesses. In Atlanta, the BeltLine
has cost $600 million and returned $6 billion in economic development.

ISA BARRIENTOS

As downtown development moves from
fantasy to reality, Groundwork Jacksonville
is increasing park space and connecting
neighborhoods.

An Emerald
Unearthed

TAKE A
WALK
1
We start our adventure in Brooklyn on
Park Street. Located near this segment
is the Fresh Market, Burrito Gallery, the
Riverside Arts Market, and apartments.

2
Next we travel toward the
Prime Osborne Convention
center, where the train
overpass has been retrofitted
for pedestrian use.

“We set out
to make this
a community
project. Not a
city project, but
a community
project.”

On Lee Street, an existing
pond is given a facelift
and greenery is added to
invite you to sit a while.

4
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Developers have already started buying properties in the area under
the promise of life that the trail will bring to the area.
“We set out to make this a community project. Not a city project,
but a community project,” said Groundwork Jacksonville CEO Kay Ehas.
“That’s how you ensure it’s designed as a nationally renowned trail system
and built that way. That’s our goal, not something mediocre.”
It’s been a hundred years in the making. A hundred years ago, famed
architect Henry Klutho envisioned a greenway encircling downtown.
“It took a nonprofit to bring it to reality, which I think is awesome,”
said Ehas.
Groundwork is factoring in the challenges that the past century has
brought about. The nonprofit came to Jacksonville under former mayor
Alvin Brown’s administration to clean up underserved neighborhoods, which
have been subjected to industry, poverty and gentrification. The Emerald
Trail will restore the natural life and culture in these neighborhoods in a
move toward environmental justice.
The plan is to create a world-class greenway with local labor and
native plants. The plan is to hire and train people in each neighborhood
to do high-level gardening and landscaping to build and preserve the trail
system. Its use of green infrastructure will streamline the trail’s maintenance
in a natural rhythm with the earth that it’s built upon.
“The neighborhoods that we are going through, we look at as our
partners in designing the project. And we want them to help start it and
maintain it, like they really feel ownership over it,” Ehas said.
While the Beltline had to retrace its steps by creating affordable
housing around the trail after many people had already been displaced, the
Emerald Trail’s team is working to address gentrification before it happens.
“There’s enough vacant buildings and vacant land in the urban core
to add economic diversity and stabilize a neighborhood without kicking
people out,” said Ehas.
The neighborhoods have been perpetually in mind in creating the
Emerald Trail project. In making the masterplan, Groundwork had monthly
meetings to address community concerns. Everything from landscaping to
art will be in the hands of people that live in each neighborhood.
The communities are culturally rich and walkable, but it’s not easy to
travel from one to the next without a car. The Emerald trail will provide safe
paths away from traffic to get from San Marco to Sugar Hill without having
to use a vehicle.
“Places are closer than you think, but not easy to get to if you’re biking
or walking,” said Ehas.
According to the Dangerous by Design study from 2021, Jacksonville
is ranked among the worst cities for pedestrian safety. The trail’s masterplan
has 90% off-street trails, so bikers and pedestrians can be safe in a city full
of cars.
Though the plan could take up to 10 years to complete, organizers
are taking it segment by segment, thus enriching each neighborhood with
its own cultural and economic development. Construction will begin on a
segment connecting Lavilla to the existing S-Line by September.

3
Travel further, and you hit the
S-Line, a main component of
the trail system that connects
various neighborhoods, including
Springfield.
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Living

History
with

Isa Barrientos

Raymond Turknett creates models of American nostalgia
and Jacksonville history.
Raymond Turknett’s roots in Jacksonville’s Westside go as deep as
the 1700s. The end of the Wesconnett portmanteau is attributed
to his family name; the neighborhood was made up of family farms
until the Naval Air Station was built nearby.
By the time Turknett was born in the early 1950s, suburban
sprawl was set in motion. Schools and subdivisions, parking lots and
gas stations cropped up on what was once the rural land between
Blanding Blvd. and the Ortega River.
This new landscape inspired much of what would become
Turknett’s pandemic pet project half-a-century later. Childhood
nostalgia led him on a search for photographs of buildings that had
been repurposed or demolished since his youth. He scaled them
down and took to cardboard, paper and foam, making models of
his memories.
Of the 60-or-so pieces that he’s made in the last year, about
a dozen of them are based on local buildings. Burger joints,
convenience stores, and candy shops render the joy of mundane
American life from his perspective.
Most of the rest are material fantasies of places he’s never
been to: Disneyland attractions, storefronts along Route 66, venues
and theaters of New York and Los Angeles.
They range from a few square inches to a couple of feet wide.
Each piece features hundreds of little details, some so small that
they’re barely visible.
Turknett never had any formal training in 3D art, but the precise
artistry in his work would suggest otherwise. His career set him up
for success as a modeler, though: He worked as a drafting engineer
for 26 years, drawing blueprints for the City of Jacksonville, then
did graphic design for a software company and as a freelancer.
Natural craftsmanship runs in his blood. His father painted
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Ray Turknett posing with his models.

A model of a vintage Shell Gas service station,
complete with inside details

signs for a local grocery store as a kid, and made Turknett’s household a
creative one. “He did landscape painting and portrait painting,” he said.
“He never had any lessons or anything, he just picked it up.”
He made his first model about a decade ago. After completing
a model railroad kit for a friend, he decided to make something more
personal: “I thought, I could probably make something of my own that
looks more local. I did that Krystal, and I was like, this is kind of easy, I
like doing this.”
Turknett picked the hobby up again last year, and his inclination for
buildings that were personal to him remained. He’s only sold a couple
of his models and turns down most commission requests, as he creates
his work under the conditions of interest and nostalgia.
Some of the places that he’d like to model were never photographed
before they expired. Others are missing reference shots of the sides and
interior, so he’ll craft them the way he remembers or imagines them.
Turknett isn’t a stickler to the hyperreal. He takes a thrifty, practical
approach to his work. Tools and materials are sourced from a dollar store,
and he frequently uses objects straight out of the recycling bin in his
pieces.
“That was a thing early on, was seeing how cheap I could do it. They
have so many things out there, laser cutters, 3D printers. If I had all that
I could do all kinds of stuff, but right now I’m seeing what I can do with
two hands and an X-ACTO knife,” said Turknett.
He stays true to his reserved nature when sharing his models online.
One post featuring a selection of his models got more than 800 likes in
a local history group last month. He was much more overwhelmed than
proud.
“One guy responded on Instagram saying that if you use hashtags
it gets more people and groups. I thought, yeah, I don’t know how to
do that. I don’t know if I want to,” Turknett said. “It’s nice to have friends
and people I know on there, I appreciate their opinion. Strangers, I don’t
know if it’s that big of a deal because I’m not really trying to sell them.
I’m not trying to reach a worldwide audience.”

Even as he grapples with increased exposure, his work garners more
attention every day, and he’s making more models than he can fit in his
home. If he does decide to turn his hobby into a profession, he’s going
to have to change his methods.
“I could buy all this expensive material; eventually, I might if I’m
really wanting to start doing this as a profession. These things, I’ve sold
a couple but a lot of them, but they’re basically just paper. They’re not
really made to last, but I put just as much work in.”

The following interview has been edited for clarity.

Disney Jungle Cruise attraction model
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What brought you to Jacksonville?
Well, I’m a native with many generations going back. My
daddy traced them back to the 1700s. Wesconnett, of course,
is named partially after our family, the “nett” part. I know three
generations going back: my dad, his dad, his family settled that
area of Jacksonville. They’ve been in Jacksonville for, since the
beginning, I guess.
How was growing up on the Westside?
It was good. It still had that small town feel to it. Because we
were kind of out there in the country, it was a big deal to go
into the city and go shopping, go to Sears. It was nice, almost
rural. You had little subdivisions here and there, but there were
a lot of dairy farms right in the same neighborhood. Kind of a
cross between living in the suburbs and in the country.
What’s your connection to the city? What keeps you here?
It’s changed over the years. As a kid, you don’t think much of
anything as far as politics, it’s just a good place to be. I still like
it. I’m sort of on the liberal side, and a lot of the stuff here tends
to be more conservative. We have four kids, three of them live
here, two of them right down the street, and all the grandkids
with them.
Did you have any formal training in making models?
Nope. This is sort of a second, not a career, but in my hobby
world, career. I’ve always done artwork, doing logos for a lot
of bands and drawing things I like to draw. No formal training.
I kind of got tired of doing that so something made me start
doing this… a friend of mine 10, 15 years ago was gonna build
a model railroad, and first he had me build a model that he had
bought. I thought, well, I could probably make something of my
own that looks more local, and I did that Krystal. I thought, this
is kind of easy, I like doing this. I didn’t do it anymore for years
until the pandemic, when I thought, maybe I’ll start doing that.
So I started doing the Disney stuff. I’ve always been a
fan of Disney. My dream job would be to work as some sort of
designer for Disney. It’s not so much just going to the park, it’s
more about actually looking at all the stuff they do, I’d say wow,
I’d love to work on that.
What intrigues you about Disney?
It’s just always been with me. As a kid, just watching stuff: the
movies, the Wonderful World of Disney. Even at that young age,
[I] would love to have been a part of that work as a designer or
engineer or anything.
There is that Florida connection with Disney too.
It didn’t come here until I was about 20 years old. But I would
watch shows on TV about Disneyland, thinking I would never
go there. I still haven’t been, actually. But it was a whole idea,
working on something like that. They’re sort of fantasy-based;
it’s not just industrial design.
12

“You think back about places you
remember when you grew up
that had some sort of meaning,
that don’t seem real important
but had an impact.”

What’s your professional background?
I started full time with the City of Jacksonville as a surveyor at 19 years
old. I wasn’t planning on making that a career, but I’d taken a lot of
drafting in school, industrial-type courses, in high school. After a couple
years I got tired of being outdoors and having to do manual labor, so I
went back to doing drafting and wound up moving to City Hall. I worked
my way up as high as I could go. After 26 years, they offered an early
retirement plan, so I took that, and I could go work somewhere else for
next to nothing just to make the difference up. A friend of mine had
started a software company and I asked if they needed anybody to do
graphics, and they did, so they hired me. I worked for them for 18 years
up until five or six years ago.
So all that stuff, computer design and graphics I learned on my
own, playing around. I got proficient enough to do stuff for them. I was
redoing photographs, equipment, their logos and advertising. Anything
that had to do with graphics, they gave to me.
Both of those kind of lead into your hobby-career. It really is scaleddown graphics and industrial design.
Well, the only formal training I had was in architectural drafting, the
drawing part. My dad was the same way. He was never taught how to do
anything; he started painting signs when he was 12 years old for a little
local grocery store. Everything he did his whole life he was so good at,
and he never had any training, he just picked it up.
What makes you want to model buildings that aren’t there anymore?
I guess it’s sort of a nostalgia thing. You think back about places you
remember when you grew up that had some sort of meaning, that don’t
seem real important but had an impact. Something like Milligan’s is like,
wow, this is the greatest thing ever when you were a kid. Now you look
back, it’s like, I really had good memories going to places like that. It’s
obscure. Most people have never heard of it, so it’s neat that it’s just a
regular thing.
It’s hard to say what intrigues me on certain things. People say I
ought to do this place or that place, well, nothing grabs me. It’s a cool
looking building, but it has to have a spark of interest and nostalgia.
Some of them, I think I’d like to do, but it’s way too complicated for

Vintage Service Station

what I think I can do with the skills I have. Usually it’s a matter of I see
something that I like and just decide to do it.
So it’s the nostalgia of seeing the place you grew up in change and
grow?
Nostalgia… well, yeah, of course there’s always that. Part of it is going
back now trying to find pictures of stuff is hard to do. It doesn’t exist
in a lot of cases. It’s so sad it’s gone. Even just a memory of it. I don’t
necessarily want the building to still be there, but for some kind of history
to be preserved would be nice.
What’s your process like in making these, after you see something
that you like and start on it?
Well, I follow a lot of other modelers now on Instagram and stuff, and I
don’t know if it’s good or bad. It’s bad in the fact that I just find out how
limited I am. Some of them are so good. They do professional, museumgrade, quality stuff. Mine are just some little things for fun. I do them sort
of from a perspective like Hollywood does in building a movie set. They
just build the front, that’s all you’re gonna see, you go around back, it’s
just wood holding the thing up. Some people say, you gotta build every
little detail, no, that’s a waste of time. Some of these, if you look in the
back, it’s not very pretty. So it’s what it would look like from a distance;
it might not be super detailed.
What I don’t like is that some of the stuff gets tedious. You’ll be
working on something and have 50 of the same little features you gotta
cut out and glue and after 10 you say OK, I’m tired of doing this. But you
gotta finish it.
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Do you sell any of your pieces?
The first one I sold was this guy that wanted a model of the Disneyland
fire station in a specific scale. He had a 1/43 scale of the Herbie the
Love Bug Volkswagen that one of the movies used. I thought, I’ll just
throw a number out there, if he takes it, great, and he jumped on it.
Some people ask for stuff I don’t really want to do. Like I said,
it’s gotta be a personal connection. The only other one I sold was
the Sun-Ray theater. I first did that one because I was doing a lot of
theaters in the art deco style that really intrigued me just by their style.
I thought there’s gotta be some in Jacksonville. I saw that one, I did it
and posted it. My daughter-in-law knows the guy that owns the place.
She showed it to him, he said he’d love to see it, so we took it over
there, and he asked if I’d like to sell it. I said sure. What better place
to have it than his building.
I better start selling them because they’re getting overwhelming…
a few here, a few there, now I’ve got over 60 and I’m running out of
room. The problem is, they’re not really made to last, but I put just
as much work in as one that’s built out of wood or clay. I just feel like
I couldn’t charge as much money as [others] do because it’s not as
durable. The ones that I’ve sold I haven’t charged what I put in it as
far as time goes. It would be maybe $2 an hour, so it wouldn’t be a
good living if I did it for a living.
So I’m kind of at that crossroad right now, where, what do I want
to do with it? Do I want to make something out of it, like a side job
or career or whatever to make money? I’d have to invest more, do it
a different way. So I’m at a standstill right now.

Replica Fox Theatre

YOU BELONG
IN THE GREEN MARKET PLACE

SUSTAINABILITY COACH

The North Florida Green Chamber makes being green cool and
convenient. Our creative tools and innovative programs bring our
business community together on green initiatives while connecting
you with thoughtfully sourced resources, news and data.

JOIN A COMMUNITY MAKING A DIFFERENCE.
Become a North Florida Green Chamber member today!

SOLAR COLLECTIVE

BUYERS’ CLUB

FOLLOW US
@NorthFloridaGreenChamber

North Florida Green Chamber

@northfloridagreenchamber
GREEN MARKETPLACE

@green_north

ADVOCACY

BE BOLD. GO GREEN. TO LEARN MORE, VISIT NORTHFLORIDAGREENCHAMBER.ORG
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Friends of the FBI
Over seven sessions, participants in the Citizens
Academy got a crash course on the FBI.
OMAROSA MANIGAULT NEWMAN

During this season of commencement ceremonies and graduations
celebrations, many graduates are donning caps and gowns and
festive attire. However, across town I joined 27 community leaders in a
unique graduation ceremony––one that required protective eyewear,
hearing protection and hard-toe shoes. As a graduate of the 2021 FBI
Jacksonville Citizens Academy, I knew I was taking part in a once-in-alifetime experience.
The FBI Jacksonville Citizens Academy gives community leaders,
such as my husband Pastor John Allen Newman and me, a behind the
scenes look at FBI operations. Over seven sessions, business, religious,
civic and community leaders embarked on a month-long engaging
experience that included presentations and demonstrations by FBI
personnel. The goal of the program is to improve communication
and foster trusted relationships between the community and the
FBI. Through open and honest discussion, attendees gain a better
understanding of the role of federal law enforcement in the Jacksonville
community, and the FBI team learns more about the communities they
serve. Candidates for the Citizens Academy are nominated by current
and former FBI employees, local law-enforcement and former Citizens
Academy graduates. The program occurs annually in Jacksonville, as
well as in each of the other 56 FBI field offices across the country.
FBI Jacksonville introduced a hybrid learning model in 2021, which

utilized both in-person and virtual sessions. During our first class, we
had the rare opportunity to visit and tour the FBI Jacksonville Field
Office, where we toured the evidence response team’s facility and
learned the various techniques used to collect and preserve evidence.
We also visited the gym where agents train, the rooms where victims
of crimes are often interviewed and tested the protective gear that FBI
Special Agents wear. Future sessions included reviews of FBI operations
across North Florida (FBI Jacksonville covers 40 of Florida’s 67 counties)
and briefings on local cases. We discussed emerging cybercrimes,
domestic terrorism, civil rights, and financial fraud, and learned about
the team’s response to major crimes like the mass shooting at Pulse
Nightclub in Orlando, Florida in 2016, where 49 people were killed and
53 others wounded.
Graduation day started with a briefing on weapons of mass
destruction and a demonstration from FBI bomb technicians at a training
range in St. Johns County. During our graduation ceremony, we were
presented with certificates from Special Agent in Charge Rachel Rojas,
who encouraged us to stay vigilant and engaged with law enforcement
in the future. Overall, I found the experience quite stimulating and
informative. Once completed, graduates in good standing are eligible
to join the FBI Citizens Academy Alumni Association and serve as
ambassadors for the FBI in the community.
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MIKE VANNUCCI
CASEY ALIXANDRA
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Come Here Often?
You’ve heard of work from home, now get ready for Mike
Vannucci’s work-from-beach lifestyle.
CASEY ALIXANDRA

For the last 16 years Mike Vannucci’s life has been by the shore—never
confined in a room, instead only surrounded by open skies and white
sand.
Before 2005, Vannucci’s work consisted of roofing houses and
putting up dry wall. When his back started to disagree with the
profession, he set out to look for a side job. It was when his friend
brought up the idea of buying a beach business that inspired him—even
after his friend changed his mind.
“I’m like, man, that sounds like a cool job. At the time, there was
no one on the beach,” said Vannucci. “I took a chance on it. If anything,
I thought it was going to be a weekend business. It turned out to be full
time.”
Thus, East Coast Sports Rentals began. In the beginning, all
Vannucci had was a hut, wooden chairs and no definite prices. It was
only when his first customer arrived that things became real.
“So, I’m standing there trying to figure things out, and this guy
walks up to me, and he goes, ‘How much for a chair for a couple of
hours?’ … ‘I don’t know, five bucks?’” Vannucci said. “I was so happy
to make that first five bucks.”
As the years went by, the beach access on 15th Avenue North only
grew, attracting more and more people to enjoy its splendors.
“Before, it wasn’t much of a tourist destination,” said Vannucci.
“Every year it gets busier and busier. There’s definitely a big difference.”
Vannucci’s interest also grew beyond the business. Now he keeps
an eye out on the beach and the people residing there. What Mike
never intended, though, was that one day he would save one of their
lives.
“I was sitting in the dunes, and I heard kids screaming. It was a couple
kids, they were farther out in the ocean, and I thought, I think those kids
are in trouble,” he said.
Immediately, Vannucci grabbed his long paddle board and ran
to the noise. There in the water, too deep for some, he found two
exhausted children.
“I ran out there as fast as I could and threw the boy on because
he was bigger. They were clearly drowning. Then this other surfer saw
what was going on and threw the girl on. Then we both paddled them
in,” Vannucci said. “It was kinda cool to save somebody,”
Working at the beach has had its moments of stress, but for
Vannucci his biggest reoccurring hassle is the thunderstorms.
“It gives me anxiety bigtime. It’s super busy, you know, the sky
is turning black, and you’re looking at radar—I get nightmares about

it,” said Vannucci. “It’s the worst part of the job. Nothing like, all of a
sudden, here comes this wind and the thought of 60 umbrellas flying
around.”
Occasional rough weather comes with the job, but for Vannucci,
it just makes him more appreciative of those clear sky days.
Today, Vannucci has over 200 beach chairs for rent and manages
a full staff. His job requires tending to guests’ needs and lifting and
moving chairs, all while under the hot Florida sun. When he’s not
working, he enjoys paddle board surfing at any opportunity.
Vannucci is at East Coast Sports Rentals every day of the week, 8
a.m. to 6 p.m. Whether the day is sunny or rainy, slow or busy, Vannucci
will be there, happily by the waves. Then, when the sun is going down,

he can look forward to the next day while collecting his chairs.
“My favorite part of the day is the morning. Rolling out there on
the beach, turning the four-wheeler off, dropping the sets [of chairs],
and all you hear is the waves crashing on the shore,” said Vannucci. “It’s
nice and quiet. Peaceful.”
Not many can say their work revolves around sunny skies, sunblock
and distributing beach boards. But one thing is certain, Vannucci might
have one of the best office views in all of Jacksonville.
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EVENTS

JO KOY
JUNE 26 & 27

MELANIN MARKET

JUNE 19

Celebrate Juneteeth, the emancipation day of enslaved people, at
a street fair showcasing Black-Owned business, arts and culture.
The family-friendly event, founded by Dawn Curling and Angie
Nixon, features 150+ vendors and service providers, food and live
entertainment on the city’s historic Eastside.
822 A PHILIP RANDOLPH BLVD

The comedian formerly known as Joseph Glenn Herbert proves
why he won Stand-Up Comedian of the Year in 2018 with hilarious
(because they’re true) stories about growing up with a Filipino mom,
and raising a millennia.
TU CENTER

JAXEVENTS.COM

JAXMELANINMARKET.COM

“HOW I LEARNED WHAT I LEARNED”
JULY 16–18

After a hiatus, The 5 & Dime returns to the stagewith a profoundly
honest theatrical memoir that follows famed playwright August Wilson’s
“journey of self-discovery through adversity.” The one-man show,
starring Milton Threadcraft III, looks at what it means to be a Black
artist in America.

SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS

THE GARDEN CLUB

J U LY / A U G

You know it’s summer in Jacksonville when the heat index hits 113 and
the Florida Theatre goes back to its movie house roots. This year’s series
features seven blockbusters from 1995 including Bad Boys, Casino,
Clueless and more. Side note: you also know you’re old when you
realize Woody and Buzz Lightyear are 26.
THE FLORIDA THEATRE
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THE5ANDDIME.ORG

FLORIDATHEATRE.COM

SCAN THE QR CODE

FOR EVEN MORE
EVENTS.
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BARTENDER OF THE MONTH:
JOEY KAMINSKY
Kaminsky won Best Bartender in Folio’s 2020 Best of Jax
Reader poll.
CASEY CRAIG

On Murray Hill’s Edgewood ave. stretch lies legendary local Irish pub
The Stout Snug. The pub is known for serving up its traditional Irish
fare and impressive selection of nearly 30 different Irish whiskeys, but
perhaps it’s best known as being home to Joey Kaminsky. Kaminsky,
who was voted Best Bartender of 2020 in our Best of Jax issue by
our readers––is revered by his regulars and first-time guests alike for
his laid-back approach and warm sense of humor, which frequently
features references to cult classics.
Though Kaminsky enjoys his work behind the bar, his work
experience wasn’t as always so enjoyable. “Where shall I begin? In
2016, I got laid off from working for the devil for 20 years and it was
a godsend, I worked in the mortgage industry doing default litigation
travelling the U.S testifying contested foreclosure actions,” he said.
“So I was like, ‘well, I got to find a job, “so I said to heck with it,
started in the kitchen here, and was pulled up here behind the bar.”
This is where Joey has been showing up for the last three years with no
regrets and only optimism on the horizon. “Instead of making people

sad taking their homes away from them, I make them happy––it’s better
on my constitution.” Joey admits he doesn’t have a favorite cocktail to
craft, per se, but has a recommended spirit. “When it comes to Irish
whiskeys, definitely Red Breast 12 Year Irish whiskey.”
When he’s not acting as one of Murray Hill’s most beloved
bartenders, Kaminsky has a few other pursuits and passions. “I have
girlfriend, Amber, and we like to go up to Fernandina or to Guana
Beach and look for shark teeth,” he said, showing a signature shark
tooth necklace. “Soccer is also my passion––I don’t play in a league
or anything, but I’ve played all of my life and play pick-up games at
Fishweir Park.”
If you find yourself on a cool summer evening walking through
Murray Hill, give the Stout Snug a stop. You’ll be greeted with warm
service from Kaminsky and maybe even find yourself at your new
favorite bar. “Working here makes things exciting: When a customer
becomes a regular, a regular becomes a friend, and a friend becomes
family––that’s what we promote here.”

Bartender of the Month
is sponsored by:
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To view the
full Bartender of the
Month Video, scan the
adjacent QR code.

DEAR RIVERSIDE RAT
In this month’s column, a difficult reckoning with workplace
harrasment and betrayal.
CASEY CRAIG

I’ve been working at this restaurant for a little while, and I generally get
along well with my coworkers. Recently, I’ve gotten along with one really
wel: I’ll call him Jack. One night after work, we had a few drinks, and I
went home with him. Since then, we’ve been hooking up a few times a
week. I guess we’ve kind of been on some dates, too. We both agreed
that it was going to be on the DL and casual. That was all okay with me
until people at work started to stare at us whenever we came in for our
shifts or whisper and get quiet when I look at them. At first I thought
I was being paranoid until one of the younger girls asked me if it was
common for coworkers to be hooking up and if we were dating. When
I confronted Jack, he was upfront with me: he told me that one of our
managers is hooking up with another one of our managers, let’s call them
Claire and Tim. Tim is a friend of Jack’s outside of work, too. Tim made a
comment about something I don’t want to repeat that Claire did in bed,
and Jack told Tim I did the same thing. I would have to guess that Tim and
Claire told everyone. I appreciate Jack being honest with me. But now,
I’m having terrible anxiety about going to work, feeling harassed, and
uncomfortable that my managers now know about this and are part of the
problem. I don’t want to stop seeing Jack, but do I have to quit my job?
- Serving Up Disaster

Dear Serving Up Disaster,
It’s a tale as old as time: sleeping with coworkers. You may have
also heard the term “don’t sh*t where you eat,” that’s because others
eventually smell it or you’ll keep stepping in it on the job. Sometimes,
this grows into a relationship. I’m willing to bet about 10% of couples
in this area’s couples started out making eyes at each other in the
back of a kitchen. Other times, it’s a passive fling or––like this––ends in
catastrophe. Obviously, your managers should not engage in these kinds
of conversations, especially since it sounds like one is talking about the
other on a level of personal and professional betrayal. If you really wanted
to continue working here and nix the whispers, this is sexual harassment
and I would follow up with HR if you can. As it pertains to you, though,
I don’t understand why you’re placing exclusive blame on them. They
weren’t the ones who made the initial reveal of you and Jack’s tryst. That
was him. I find it very off-putting that Jack felt comfortable to make a
sexual comment about you to your boss, regardless of him also being
his friend. It sounds like he believes because he was “honest” if with
you, he’s in the clear. I would consider holding him accountable and not
continuing this relationship with him. If you feel that your mental health has
been affected to the point where you can’t come into work, I would also
definitely quit. Take care of yourself and prioritize healing. Maybe invest in
a hobby, something active to burn stress, like running or buy a fixed gear
bike––which I hear is making a comeback as a personality trait. You’ll be
happier with a fresh start and everyone’s hiring right now. There’s a better
Jack who’s not a total Jack-off somewhere and a job with managers who
will respect you a bit more.
RIVERSIDE RAT

Riverside Rat is a monthly column that deals with the pitfalls
of the Riverside social scene. Submissions can be sent to
riversiderat@folioweekly.com.
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Gay Liberation Activist and Drag Queen

- MARSHA P. JOHNSON

QUINN ENRIQUEZ
VINCENT DALESSIO

24
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QUINNTESSENTIAL
QUINN
Quinn Enriquez came out to the skate community, now he
hopes there’s space for others to do the same.
VINCENT DALESSIO

Skateboarding. You either get it or you don’t, and because of this,
skateboarding attracts the right kind of people: free thinkers, adrenaline
junkies, people who are lost, people who feel found and everything in
between. Sometimes, skateboarding can be looked at as a microcosm
for the outside world with many things happening in the skate industry
reflecting what’s happening in the rest of society, but I’m glad to say that
recently it hasn’t been one of those times.
Florida has celebrated Pride Month this year in the worst way
possible: by directly attacking the LGBTQ community. On the second
day of month, Governor Ron Desantis vetoed $1.5 billion in funding that
will disproportionately affect this group. One of the organizations with
funding cuts provided mental health services for survivors of the massacre
at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando; the decision was made days before
the anniversary. Another was providing housing to homeless LGBTQ
youth. On top of this, he signed a law barring transgender people from
participating in high school athletics.
Skateboarding has finally begun to celebrate queerdom in skating.
Queer skateboard companies like There and Glue have given a platform
for queerfolk to be recognized, and their presence has spread like wildfire.
Professionals like Marbie, Chandler Burton and Cher Strauberry are paving
the way for young people to come into themselves and feel comfortable
expressing who they really are.
If you’ve ever skated at Jax Beach’s South Beach Skatepark you’re
probably familiar with this guy, and if you haven’t, meet Quinn Enriquez.
Enriquez is only 19, but he has been holding it down in the Jax skate scene
for a while now. He started skating at 6 years old, learning to drop in on
front yard plywood quarter pipe, he refound skating at the end of high
school as a means to deal with mental health struggles.
Enriquez’s skating is easily described as fast, aggressive and loose.
You’ll most likely find him seshing the pool, ripping coping or flying around
the flow bowl. He’s most notable for his layback tricks like the layback air.
Despite being born female, Enriquez has long known that he is a
man. Throughout his childhood he expressed his self understanding, but
his family couldn’t, and still doesn’t, accept it. He recently came out as
transgender through Instagram and the way the skate community has given
him space to be his true self is a perfect example of the progressiveness
in skateboarding. He described the skate community as “a family the way
that families should be.”
Enriquez said, “After I came out, I was scared of how people would
treat me, especially at the skatepark. But everyone has shown me respect
and understanding. Even the old skate guys, they’re really trying to learn
and show understanding. I love when people tell me like they’re like, oh,
you inspired me to come out or oh, you inspired me to like, just be myself
around people. ”
Enriquez is just one example of the many queer folk who find refuge
within the skate community here in Jacksonville, and it’s safe to say that
his strength in staying true to who he is will have lasting impacts on the

kids around this area. Making himself visible to the rest of the community
is exactly what this city needs.
“People [now] know of [LGBTQ skaters} existence. And that’s what
matters. And that’s where change comes in, where people know of their
existence. And some people are just uncomfortable. You know, like, this
goes back to people coming from different backgrounds,” said Enriquez.
“There’s tons of young people that come from conservative sides, and
they’re just scared. They’ve never seen a person dressed this way. They’ve
never seen a person like me. They just don’t know what to think.”
Enriquez already had made a name for himself in the scene when he
decided to come out publicly. There’s tons of people like him who could
also find a family in skating, but don’t because of the intimidation of skate
culture. Skateboarding doesn’t have rules, big brother isn’t pulling the
strings of accessibility, but “gatekeepers” of the culture often scare away
people who want to try. Jock culture and cool guy syndrome weaved their
way into the scene. Most times, skaters turn their nose up at newcomers
rather than sharing simple knowledge like how to navigate the park safely.
Skateboarding is not the easiest activity to just pick up; it’s hard and it
hurts.
Enriquez laughed, “I was just totally unaware of the skater culture,
whatever. These people will yell at you for getting in their way. They will
call you a bitch because you sat on a ledge. When I first came back to
skateboarding, I was running into trash cans. I was cutting people off. I was
just totally like, in my own world.” He continued, “I tell people, like, just
skate, just be you and come up there as often as you can. And if you don’t
feel comfortable with going out to the parks yet, just get comfortable on
your board, you know, take a long distance push, I skated from my house
near the park to the Ponte Vedra Music Hall.”
Skateboarding is worthy of lifelong commitment, but skaters need to
continue to adapt and change for the better. Making the skate community
a more inclusive environment starts with the individual. Skaters need to
hold each other accountable in allowing people to skate because you
never know why someone needs it.
“There’s definitely tons of girls that have come to me and been like,
I’m so nervous about going to the skate park, because there’s so many
guys around, and they’re gonna judge me, or they’re gonna think I just
want to be with them. It’s cool that people have, like, come to me and
been like, how can you get through, appearing female and getting out
there and hurting yourself and looking like a dork all the time? How do you
deal with that? I just tell them, for two hours or sometimes for 30 minutes,
when I’m on my skateboard, I don’t worry about anything else,” Enriquez
said. “I don’t want to waste my time worrying about anything else. I’m in
my own place. When I’m on my board. I’m in my own world, and I don’t
have to f*cking give a sh*t about anything else. And that’s what keeps me
going. That’s what keeps me wanting to push. That’s what keeps me on
my board.”
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NEW MUSIC
RADAR
As we pass the halfway mark in 2021, we can stop and be
thankful that this year has been an improvement. Concerts
are returning, people are getting together again and a steady
stream of new music has found its way into our hearts. Here’s a
recap of some local gems you may have missed:

WHO I SMOKE

PICKS BY @JOHNALOSZKA

YEAR OF THE BORE
ANIMAL CLINIC

In 1969, Indigenous-Canadian folk singer Buffy Sainte-Marie went
where no artist had gone before, her album Illuminations was the
first album to ever process vocals through a Buchla synthesizer––
something that the music industry would resist until men decided
it was cool. Animal Clinic’s Year of the Bore is firmly rooted in this
experimentation, confidently leaping from the left field into the
foreground of your consciousness. Switching between instrumental
tracks and droning vocals, Bore feels meticulously looped, textured
and conceptualized; but even at its poppiest it never feels the need
to hit the dance floor. “Pale Design,” which some may call the single,
evokes something more sinister than a typical Tennis song: blood in
the streets, supremacy and systematic oppression. With Animal Clinic,
there’s always more than meets the eye.

SPINABENZ, YUNGEEN ACE,
WHOPPA WIT DA CHOPPA
AND FASTMONEY

Sampling Vanessa Carlton’s “A Thousand Miles,” “Who I Smoke”
quickly spread like a wildfire across the internet, amassing over 11
million streams on Spotify. Don’t be mistaken, the novelty of sampling
Vanessa Carlton goes beyond a joke; it acts as a springboard for the
song’s often violent lyrics about running into your rivals. Carlton herself
defended the song’s controversial lyrics, pointing to white artists
like Quentin Tarantino, who uses popular music in his most violent
movie scenes to critical acclaim. Regardless, this Jacksonville song
has already been played at cookouts and parties across the country.
When was the last time we could say that?

KUONGOZA
EBONY PAYNE-ENGLISH

Ebony Payne-English, poet, songwriter and visual artist, storms and
stomps into your airpods with “Kuongoza,” the closer from her album
of the same name. The album itself runs in the same vein as Solange’s
2016 opus A Seat At The Table, weaving together interludes and full
length songs to provide a multidimensional Afrofuturist view of the
Black experience. However, where Solange is often meditative, PayneEnglish emotes fully, heavily and with the anguish of her ancestors.
Throughout the track she name drops Huey Newton, Nina Simone,
and Lauryn Hill––firmly rooting herself in their image while establishing
her perspective as her own.

STAY
HUAN

We’re generally reluctant to put covers in our new music section, as
they aren’t necessarily new. However, Jacksonville Indie-Pop artist
Huan’s glossy and reverb soaked rendition of Rihanna’s Stay is a thrilling
take on the classic 2010’s pop ballad. The melody remains mostly
intact, an important feature of any good cover, but instead Huan opts
to swap the piano for synths, a lo-fi beat, and swirling backing vocals.
It clocks in at just under three minutes, but the resonance remains
the same.
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HOROSCOPES
JUNE-JULY
ISA BARRIENTOS

CANCER Life takes a turn for the decadent for you this month. You’ll take it
slow in the finest robes, building a beautiful home in your body. A quest for
new meaning will come up when you find that your philosophies were wrong
all along. Speak a word of your highest wish, repeat, repeat.
LEO In the depths of solitude, a dull little rock rolls up on your sun, asking
you kindly to care for your mind and body, threatening a nuclear winter.
Discipline is your only friend for now. Put your worldly desires aside - you
must do the work and you can’t take shortcuts.
VIRGO Focus on the process rather than the outcome this month. You’ll be
seen, heard, and praised, but if it’s not from the heart it’s just fifteen minutes
of fame. Don’t put all of your eggs in someone else’s basket. They’ll treat
them like rocks to tumble.
LIBRA
You’re at the top of the sky, in everyone’s view. Create a quiet
spectacle to make them all proud of you. Business casual helps, too. A fear of
missing out will haunt you at night, but beware of wasting money and sacral
energy in the dark. List your priorities, put your health at the top.
SCORPIO Dip into the shallow waters of your subconscious to find a whisper,
study the whisper and turn it into a thought. Say it out loud because you
never know who might be listening. In leveling up at work, something at
home might turn into a boulder between you and your millions. Push gently.
SAGITARIUS It’s a busy time for your ears, eyes and mind. A chapter has
closed and you’re anxious to preach what you’ve learned. You’re fixed on
mercurial matters, but you won’t come across clearly if you’re overwhelmed—
take your quick steps deliberately.
CAPRICORN Honor and reflect on the way of your mother, take advice from
a mortal or heavenly father. Material investments to your health will give a
good return right at the turn of the season. Moving in silence will prove
difficult but rewarding.
AQUARIUS Your bed is empty and cold, but isn’t the lonely feeling so sweet?
Watch the moon fill itself up and realize that it’s all you. Clean out your
wallet, put your finances in perspective, but don’t let them consume you. An
impeccable word yields a loaf of bread and a block of cheese.
PISCES You’re tied up between tangible and allegorical matters. Revere the
ropes of mystery as you release yourself from them. You’ll find that the best
use of your freedom is constant creation in a disciplined practice. What you
accomplish during the day opens up the night.
ARIES Confidence beams from within you always, you’re really feeling it
right now. Watch and listen quietly for balance. Business matters take the
backseat, but keep them in line before they catch up to you. In the meantime,
go somewhere new with someone blue.
TAURUS If there’s a time to talk too much, it’s now. Redirect your energy
to something new if you’ve given it good thought. Make good use of your
aggression, or it will become the kind of frustration you don’t want. Your
head’s floating in the clouds, you’ll be at peace when you hit the ground.
GEMINI Live in the land of language for now. Words will come naturally and
it’s high time to say what you’ve been meaning to say. You’ll be driven out of
your comfort zone into the pure joy of living and being yourself. Get yourself
something nice about it.
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BREAKING OUT
OF THE SHADOWS
Go inside one of Jacksonville’s
underground breakdancing clubs.
CASEY ALIXANDRA
BREAKDANCERS IN JWJ PARK
OLIVIA LIGHTNER
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In the break dancing community there are different
titles one can call themselves. A breaker, a B-boy,
a B-girl or the most familiar term, a break-dancer.
Whatever someone’s chosen title is, they all share
the same passion.
Here in Jacksonville, the local breakers want
this feeling to be shared. What started out as private
gatherings, now they bring their mats to areas that
will welcome them.
“We like to spread the love. We want
everybody to have a chance to see breaking. We
want everybody to have a chance to gain the interest
in breaking,” said local breaker, Kris May. “Because
for me, when I started breaking, all it took was seeing
it one time.”
At any chance they can get, locals are coming
together to break. No matter what skill level, there
is no judgement. Breaking is more than strategized
steps, breakdancing can be interpreted, impulsive,
and inspiring.
“It does take time and it definitely takes a lot of
effort. But it’s not necessarily really hard. You’re just
putting your passion into it,” said JeMasse Robinson,
another local B-boy.
Since breaking’s birth, it has influenced
generations and most recently has it gotten its long
overdue place in the public.
“We love to have people start paying attention
to breaking in general. It’s been officially in inducted
into the Olympics,” said May. “We want Jacksonville
to be a part of that movement.”
Whether wanting to be a part of breaking or
just supportive, this is the perfect opportunity to be
educated on this rising sport.
“The next Olympics isn’t ‘til 2024, so we are
trying now to start now getting everybody’s eyes
on breaking. We want breaking to be the next
skateboarding,” said May. “How skateboarding went
from an underground sport to a mainstream sport,
and we want breaking to have that same transition.”
Breaking is finally getting its long-deserved
recognition and earning respect from communities
outside of its own. Whether loved in a dance
perspective or sport, the family of breaking is
welcoming more in.
“I have enough confidence in breaking that I
know if people put their eyes on it, there is going
to intrinsically be interest” said May. “It’s really just
about letting people know that it is here. Because
everybody that I talk to about breaking for the most
part is interested, they just don’t know where it is.”
If interested in the breaking world or want to
learn more about the culture, contact Kris through
Instagram at @bboy.sirk. There, May posts his latest
breaking gigs and announces future events.
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BREAKDANCERS IN JWJ PARK
OLIVIA LIGHTNER

Artists
YOU NEED TO KNOW

From staples like Skynyrd to rising stars like YK Osiris, the River City has seen some serious talent,
and the scene that produced some big names is in good hands. Starting everywhere from school
plays to church stages and eventually graduating to some of Jacksonville’s most beloved venues,
these acts have all made a name for themselves in the regional scene. Check out the local bands and
artists you need on your radar.

HEATHER BUSHMAN

Ashton Chase
Whether he’s on stage working toward his BFA or the studio recording
under the name Ashton Chase, Chase Pittman keeps busy. After the
pandemic forced him to continue his acting studies at Ohio’s Otterbein
University virtually, the Jacksonville rapper returned to his hometown.
He’s since spent the last year and a half launching his career with a
handful of singles, a full-length album and live shows up and down
the state. Now, he has a flurry of new projects in his back pocket ready
for release.
Q: Who are your influences?

AC: Donald Glover [Childish Gambino] is kind of dad. He’s easily my
biggest influence. I grew up the same as him — middle class, suburbia,
Black kid. I really related to him from a young age, since “Royalty.”
Tyler, The Creator has a lot of influence on me, Kota the Friend,
Dominic Fike. Those are the ones I really love. I’m really inspired by
East Coast-style music, kind of like badass boom-bap. But a lot of West
Coast too, like Jaden Smith.
Q: How’d you get involved with theater, and how have you incorporated
it into your music?

AC: We had to take drama in middle school, and I took it in seventh
grade and loved it. I kept doing it, and then my friend Nick, a huge
theater guy, really got me into theater. My freshman year, we did
Hairspray, and he was like, “You should do it.” I didn’t want to do it,
didn’t want to sing, and then I did it and just fell in love with being
onstage and expressing myself.
Q: Which of your songs represents you best?

AC: “Over 9000.” I open with it. I love anime. I love Goku. I want to
feel good. I want people who listen to my music to feel good. I feel
like that’s kind of a basic answer, though. A non-basic answer is “Paper
Planes,” one of the first songs I put out. It just means a lot to me.
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SolaFide!
Arms adorned with tattoos, colorful pins decorating trendy jackets, slick
pairs of shades to tie everything together — these guys look like they
were born to be in a band. The members of SolaFide! (pronounced
sol-a-fee-deh, so-la-fee-day, or really anything but so-la-fyde, as they’ve
become accustomed to letting you know) have been making music since
before they graduated high school, splitting off into duos and recording
instrumental demos until the final lineup of Joseph Arns (vocals), Chase
Barrett (bass), Devon VonBalson (drums) and Jonas Miller (lead guitar) was
solidified. The group is just coming off the release of their sophomore
EP The Sun Makes Your Day! and is gearing up for a summer return to
live shows after over a year-long hiatus.
Q: Sola Fide — “by faith alone.” Where did you guys come up with that?

DV: I was sleeping during my world history class, and when I woke up,
my teacher was going through all of these Latin doxologies. I don’t know
a ton about all that history, but I did like the way “Sola Fide” sounded.
I didn’t really put much thought into it, it just stuck with me. I think that
same day, Jonas and I were just hanging out and I was like, “Hey, what
about Sola Fide?” He was like, “That sounds cool, let’s just do that.
That’s it!”
JM: Over the years, the name has definitely changed what it means for
us. “Sola Fide,” “by faith alone,” all that has had new meaning through
our lives. We all met through church, so we had a lot of church influence
that came into it. We had a few people come in and out, and when we
finally landed on the group, it just felt the most right. It felt like “by faith
alone” was a good motto for us in a lot of different ways.
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Q: What was the recording process of The Sun Makes Your Day! like?

JM: This EP was very different from what we did normally. With
“Brookhaven” and even “Stuck!” we had studio time and we just got
everything done. Cole Rieger was our producer. We had a vision, and
he’s what created that vision and put it into life. We had all these ideas
production-wise and didn’t know how to do it. We would be like, “Cole,
we want [electronic noises],” and he would just sit down and do it.
CB: It was kind of the opposite of what some people will do, which is a
live recording. It wasn’t just at different times, it was at different buildings
across the city. We’ve never done a live recording where we’re all playing
at the same time, but we’ll typically do it all in the same place at least.
This was very spread out. Vocals was someone else, drums was someone
else, guitars we did a lot on our own.
Q: Who are your influences?
CB: What really brought us together was our love of the same type of
music. Early on, big inspirations for us were bands like Hippo Campus
and Young the Giant. Part of what I like about us is that we don’t really
pick a band or a genre — we love to take from everything. Even talking
a lot about our first EP versus this EP, in Brookhaven you hear a lot of
Hippo Campus, whereas this one it’s more like The 1975 or some Maggie
Rogers.

TUESDAY, JUNE 22 – SUNDAY, JUNE 27 JUNE WEEKEND PROMOTIONS
vs

SATURDAY, JUNE 26, 6:35 PM FAN DESIGN T-SHIRT GIVEAWAY TO THE FIRST 2,000 FANS
AND POST-GAME FIREWORKS PRESENTED BY 121 FINANCIAL CREDIT UNION & ATLANTIC SELF STORAGE.
SUNDAY, JUNE 27, 6:35 PM CANINES & CRUSTACEANS PRESENTED BY FOREVER VETS ANIMAL
HOSPITAL AND BAPTIST HEALTH SUNDAY FAMILY FUNDAY. GRAB THE FAM AND HEAD TO THE BALLPARK
FOR FUN, GAMES & LADY AND THE TRAMP-INSPIRED SHENANIGANS.

vs

TUESDAY, JULY 6 – SUNDAY, JULY 11

AFFORDABLE. FAMILY. FUN.
TICKETS START AT JUST $5
JJS-000072_2021JuneFolioAd_10x6.375_rSg.indd 1

JAXSHRIMP.com
6/7/21 12:12 PM
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Meet Green Dragon
West Coast weed may reign supreme, but could
the East Coast encroach?

out a way to kind of bring what we’re doing [in Colorado] and our
expertise to Florida. So obviously, when Florida went medical, that
was huge news,” he said.
Levine recalled the challenges of getting licensed in the state.“It
became difficult pretty quickly because, you know, the state hasn’t
given out a license in four or five years. So it’s been a long journey,”
he added. “But eventually, we acquired one of the medical marijuana
treatment center licenses at the end of 2019. Since then we just
worked on growing and getting stores open.”
The Florida Supreme Court recently decided to uphold Senate
Bill 8-A after a year of legal battles between lower courts and
businesses like Florigrown looking to get into the industry. SB8-A
requires vertical integration throughout the supply chain, meaning all
cultivation, transportation and distribution must be done by the same
company. This makes being a part of the market not only extremely
expensive but also resource intensive, allowing for large corporations,
like Green Dragon, to prosper while small businesses have little
chance for success and growth. In the eyes of the government, it
is only the most competitive business that can make an impact in
the industry. Unfortunately, this decision also negatively impacts
patients as the availability of the plant would be much higher if small
businesses could play a role in the market.

BOB PUFF

Everyone knows grass is best from the West, but what if growers in
the West migrate back East?
One of the nation’s premier marijuana distributors, Coloradobased Green Dragon is opening operations in Florida and bringing
top tier bud with them. Green Dragon currently operates 15
dispensaries in Colorado, an extremely competitive market for
marijuana.
In the wild world of wacky tobacky, the legal disparities
between states is huge, even between states that allow the use
of marijuana—medical, recreational or both. Nearly all states have
differing laws on potency levels, the amount of cannabis allowed
to be purchased and the way it’s consumed.
But the most significant restrictions come from the U.S. Courts.
Marijuana is still classified as a Schedule 1 substance under federal
law, meaning it can’t be used even for the treatment of medical
conditions. This directly contradicts the decisions of the 36 states
that have legalized weed for medicinal purposes. The war on drugs
is still hindering growth and harming individuals in the present day.
Alex Levine, chief development officer and co-owner of
Green Dragon, believes cannabis is “the most weaponized drug in
history.”
“I think governments have a hard time kind of admitting
that even though the data is extremely clear. It’s definitely hard
for politicians to admit that, let alone want to kind of wade into
those muddy waters. I think every dispensary is trying to increase
the visibility of cannabis,” Levine said. “You know, there’s a
huge perception issue here that we have to change. This is not
something dangerous, never has been dangerous. There’s a lot of
bad narratives that have been pushed out.”
Florida is by no means the easiest state to navigate in the
industry. Convoluted legislation and difficult growing conditions
contribute to Florida’s struggles in getting cannabis to patients in
need, but Levine believes his home state is the perfect landscape
for the company to thrive.
“As long as I’ve been in this industry, I’ve been trying to figure
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With the highest growing patient count for medical marijuana
in the country, Florida is green for the future. With its aggressive
business model, Green Dragon is going to spread throughout the
state very quickly. The company’s reach will create an influx of product
and put the highest quality herb in the hands of the people, especially
here in Jacksonville as one of Green Dragon’s grow operations is
located just outside of the city.
“Most newer markets generally have a severe lack of supply, I
would definitely throw Florida in that category. And that drives the
price up. I think there is an interest among dispensaries to want to
keep the prices high. The lack of supply is also contributing to that.
But I’ll tell you this, we’re gonna bring the prices a lot back down
to Earth, we’re going to bring them to a much more reasonable
level. And we’ve been doing this a lot longer than pretty much every
operator in Florida, with extensive experience in really competitive
markets,” claimed Levine.
Green Dragon is working to open over 20 stores in Florida by
the end of 2021. Keep your eyes peeled for a dispensary to pop up
near you.

ALL
ACCESS
PASS
The Jacksonville Music Experience from WJCT Public Media is your ticket to the local scene. In addition

to WJCT's three local music stations (Classical 24, Anthology, and Electro Lounge), Music Thursdays
on Jax PBS, and live events from the WJCT Soundstage, the Jacksonville Music Experience turns
your ear on to the beautiful noise emanating from Northeast Florida with music reviews, curated
playlists, music history, concert recommendations, and proﬁles of local artists. Learn more about
the local artists whose music is reverberating across the country.

PLAY IT LOCAL
AND PLAY IT LOUD.
SIGN UP AT
JAXMUSIC.ORG
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REBECCA HEWETT

Introducing Folio’s new
Podcast Series
The Summer Podcast Series, Folio Gone Viral,
will analyze cultural consumption and media.
FOLIO STAFF

Tune in to Folio 2.0’s new summer podcast hosted by Rebecca Hewett.
In the series, she’ll discuss the extraordinary things we love about
music, as well as introduce listeners to artists they may not know
of. On the premiere episode, Hewett talks about three unique and
exceptional—but largely unknown—artists whose music went viral
thanks to TikTok. She’ll also share other songs she admires by these
artists in hopes of spreading the word and expanding listeners’ musical
horizons. FOMO is back, if you haven’t heard, so get listening.

To listen scan the
adjacent QR code.
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TICKETS

@JASONTETLAK

ON SALE NOW

JULY 2021
11
14

SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS:

TOY STORY
THEATREWORKS:

FREE SUMMER THEATRE
SPONSORED BY CITI

DOUG BERKY’S GEMS
15

16

17
18

THEATREWORKS:

FREE SUMMER THEATRE
SPONSORED BY CITI

DOUG BERKY’S NO SHOW
AC/DC BACK IN BLACK

15

SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS:

APOLLO 13
CASINO

19 BLUES, BREWS & BBQ

A FLORIDA THEATRE BENEFIT

20 MEAT LOAF PRESENTS
BAT - THE MUSIC OF
MEAT LOAF
22 SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS:
CLUELESS
23 ONE NIGHT OF QUEEN

CLASSIC ALBUMS LIVE
COREY SMITH SOLO ACOUSTIC

28 RANDY RAINBOW

SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS:

BAD BOYS
BOB SAGET

FREE SUMMER THEATRE
SPONSORED BY CITI

THE TIME MACHINE
22 REO SPEEDWAGON
24 FIREFALL AND
PURE PRAIRIE LEAGUE
25 SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS:
BILLY MADISON
30 A CONVERSATION WITH
BRUCE CAMPBELL
PLUS A SCREENING OF

THE EVIL DEAD
31 DAVE KOZ & FRIENDS
SUMMER HORNS LIVE

7

SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS:

PERFORMED BY

18
20 THEATREWORKS:

1

8

27 GARY ALLAN

SEPTEMBER 2021
10

WHITNEY CUMMINGS
AT THE PONTE VEDRA CONCERT HALL

11

ALAN PARSONS LIVE PROJECT

16

CARL PALMER’S ELP LEGACY
BONEY JAMES

SOLID TOUR 2021

THE MUSIC OF BOSTON
WITH TOMMY DECARLO
(BOSTON SINGER SINCE 2007)
23 SQUEEZE
17

THE NOMADBAND TOUR

25 KENNY G
26 GEOFF TATE

30TH ANNIVERSARY OF EMPIRE +
RAGE FOR ORDER

AUGUST 2021
SUMMER MOVIE CLASSICS:

30 TOM SEGURA

AT THE WJCT SOUNDSTAGE
I’M COMING EVERYWHERE WORLD TOUR

PINK FLOYD’S THE DARK SIDE
OF THE MOON PERFORMED BY

CLASSIC ALBUMS LIVE

904.355.2787 | floridatheatre.com
128 East Forsyth Street, Downtown Jacksonville
Follow us for the latest event news
ACCESSIBILITY: Please inform the ticket office of any special arrangements you may require when purchasing tickets. An assistive listening system for the hearing impaired is
available from the House Manager. The wheelchair accessible bathroom is located to the right of the Entry Lobby Bar as you face the bar, to the left of the statue La Vergognosa.
The theatre does not have its own parking lot. Disabled permit parking is available on the street.
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Riverside United debuts a new mural that
celebrates soccer and Jacksonville.
JOHN ALOSZKA

FEATURING SPECIAL GUEST

30 SPYRO GYRA

THE USUAL SUSPECTS

Keep It in the Family

6/10/2021 7:08:20 PM

Funded by its own members and celebrating the sport and
neighborhood they love, Riverside United Soccer Club unveiled a new
53-foot-long mural painted by Jason Tetlak. Riverside United, which
plays weekly at Memorial Park and Riverfront Plaza (former site of The
Jacksonville Landing), has been a neighborhood staple for eight years.
“The mural was a way to commemorate the club’s presence
in the neighborhood over the last eight-plus years,” said Riverside
United founding member Joey Simons. “Soccer murals are big in other
countries in South America and Europe and internationally really. I
always thought it would be cool to have one of our own. With the
increasing amount of murals going up around town, I thought it would
also be nice to have one that had more of a direct tie-in to a local
group.”
Tetlak is not only proud of the growth of soccer but also of his
work on the mural, “Being able to work with a fun, local group like
Riverside United, and while at the same time putting up a huge mural
in the neighborhood where I hang out a lot was very cool,” Tetlak said.
“I’m also pretty well known for going crazy with lots of different colors,
like on my rooftop mural next to The Fuller Warren Bridge, so it was
fun to work with a limited color palette this time too.”
“Jason Tetlak is actually one of our own and has been playing
with us for years now. His teenage daughter Logan even plays with us
now too,” said Simons. “I feel like that’s a good example of what the
club’s all about, all inclusive and about having fun.”
You can view the Riverside United Mural in all its glory at by The
Bread & Board on Oak Street.
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1 Boshy ‘do
2 Put on WJCT
3 One time label for KC
and the Sunshine band
4 Seminole Shoe
5 Slim and trim
6 Filled with Frills
7 Stat
8 “That’s what I like”
sloganeer
9 FSDB subj.
10 Latin Dance
11 Hardly felt sore in
DELRAY BEACH?
12 “___ Billie Joe”

P
O
L
I
C
E
T
R
U
S
T

DOWN

13 Bowler’s Button
18 Clippers, on
scoreboards
21 Unfooled by
23 Clarifying words
24 ____ Hatchet
25 Have faith in the men
in PORT ST. LUCIE
27 Krispy ___
30 Ex-FL House
member Hordan
31 Toss
34 JEA waste line
36 Musical Interlude
38 Ragu Rival
39 B in chem class
43 “Come and eat”
46 De-crease
49 121 Ballpark hot
dog, slang
51 Skedaddles
53 Apple TV+s “Ted__”
54 Misbehave
55 “Wrong!”
57 Poetic Sphere
60 Author Bellow
61 Sent to, too
63 HS equiv. test
65 Car made by 72
across
66 Rowing need
67 Tampa-to-Jax dir.

A
C
T
U
P

1 Congaree & Penn e.g.
5 Stinging Rebuke
9 Leafy Retreat
14 Puerto ___
15 Khun Flowers holder
16 Sun Protection
17 Fortune teller’s
headgear in CAPE
CORAL
19 Fishing gear
20 Carribean Music
22 Dole out
23 Airbag Activator
26 Rorschach Pattern
29 Jax winter hrs.
32 Servers aid
33 2 time FL SCOTS
Chief Judge
35 Severe Spasm
37 JSO Alert
40 Skirt Style
41 “Chances __”
42 Start of something
small?
44 Big apple inits.
45 Boozers
47 Bygone Era
48 Fancy Jug
50 Oz. and Ib
52 Utah State Flower

53 In the future
56 Chicken __ Bleu
58 160 square rods
59 0-0
62 Attacked by jellyfish
64 Tex-Mex food tycon
in Boca Raton?
68 Local Repub.
Consultant Wiles
69 Bird Feeder Fill
70 UNF bigwig
71 Chose
72 Auto Pioneer
73 Times Past
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S
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YOU’RE
ALREADY
HERE.
POTENTIAL
CUSTOMERS
ARE, TOO.
With a reach of
over 200,000 people
each issue, Folio puts
your business all over
town.
TERESA@FOLIOWEEKLY.COM
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Sink or Swim
Treading water is one thing, but maintaining
grace is another.
WORDS AND PHOTOS BY ISA BARRIENTOS

For the Synchro Belles, the pool is a space of beauty and
grace, endurance and strength.
Groups of girls in intricate swimsuits, waterproof makeup,
and braided buns fixed in gelatin walk along the head of the
pool in a sophisticated strut. They strike a collective pose and
take seamless dives into the water as the music starts.

Legs kick up from the baby blue of the pool in perfect
harmony. Arms form into fractals. Chests rise up from under
as if propelled by a tidal wave. Bases form for flyers to flip into
the air. They’re in such sharp synchronization with the music,
their breath, with each other’s bodies, that it’s hard to believe
that they’re all young teenagers.
41

The Synchro Belles make it
look easy, but they actually train
furiously under the weight of the
water to perfect these routines.
They can hold their breath
underwater for up to a minute,
treading water in intricate “sculling”
and “egg-beater” motions as they
never touch the bottom of the pool
––even in the lifts.
Based in Palm Coast, the
Belles are one of about 15 teams
in Florida in the USA Artistic
Swimming Association. Girls as
young as 4 years old level up
from the novice team (which they
lovingly call “the peanuts”), to
intermediate, up to the Junior
Olympic Squad.
The team is celebrating its
20th anniversary year, and the girls
are heading up for Junior Olympic
nationals in Colorado at the end of
this month.
Photographs are from the Synchro
Belles exposition in Palm Coast on
June 5.
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ADULT ADVICE
SHARI AND TERRY JAYMES

2
REPLY:
TERRY: Ouch. That had to hurt. I’m so sorry, man.

RING AROUND THE
ROSIE... OR NOT.

SHARI: Man, Luca that’s pretty hurtful. I do want to mention
though that I don’t wear my wedding ring all the time. It’s usually
when we go out for a quick lunch after having worked out.

At what point in the separation process can you take
off your wedding ring?

Facebook for awhile. You really need a clear head on this one and

TERRY: Well, let me dive into this from a different angle. Stay off
checking up on her ups the potential for feelings getting hurt.

SHARI: Hmm, I’m not sure hiding your head in the sand is the
best advice, Terry. I think that it’s natural to feel hurt. But stalking
your estranged wife isn’t healthy either. I hate to be the one to
break it to you, Luca, but there’s a good possibility she left the
ring off on purpose. I know when I go out to socialize, I plan my
outfits in detail. That means jewelry, too. So maybe it does mean
she was trolling. If so, the two of you should have been clear what
this separation is and what it is not.

TERRY: Well, Shari, I think he saw all he needs to see. The “trial”
separation seems a little more serious to her. Now it’s time to
hurt. Feel every bit of it. If some of this is your fault, do the work
and change a few things about yourself. But in my eyes this is
no “separation.” Time to get his game face on when it comes to
what’s about to be the business side of things. And Shari is right.
Going out with the ring off was actually the plan.

SHARI: Luca, I think it might do you some good to go out with
some of your friends. Not necessarily for a hookup but just to
have a good time and start to cultivate a potential life without
her. You’ll get through this, whether you stay together or not!

1

TERRY: And take off your ring. Actually, keep it on. Use it to your

DEAR DUMBS:

advantage. Just tell people your wife died.

I love your podcast. It’s funny, informative and inspiring
to say the least.
I’ve been married for four years. My wife and I have
recently had some issues which has led to us making a mutual
decision to invoke a trial separation. We’re using it as a time to
take a step back to see what’s really important to us. At least
that’s what I thought.
It’s been two weeks now and my wife posted some
pictures of herself on Facebook of a night where she was
out with her friends having fun. Nothing unusual about that.
However, I noticed that in the photos she is sans wedding ring.
I don’t know why, but this really hurt my feelings. I realize
that people handle situations differently, but really? It makes
me wonder if “stepping back” means dating others to her.
Am I right for feeling this way? What should I do? This
sucks bad.

LUCA

SAN MARCO

LISTEN ON APPLE MUSIC
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